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PART 1 
 
1.1 Executive Summary: 

 
A key theme running through the Our North Tyneside Plan is to listen to residents 
and to focus on ensuring that the Authority works better for them. The North Tyneside 
Council Customer Service Programme, agreed by Cabinet on 28 May 2019, is the 
operational delivery of this ambition. 
 
Based on resident, partner, and team feedback, on what constituted good and poor 
customer service, the Programme has the Authority’s crest motto “we serve” at its 
core. 
 
The Programme established a plan of work in four parts, demonstrating the Authority’s 
ambition to improve customer service; fulfil key commitments made in the Authority’s 
Equality and Diversity Policy and to demonstrate that “we listen and we care”. 

 
This report sets out the work to date and progress made by the Programme. This 
includes the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic which in many instances, has 
accelerated both the ambition and delivery of the Programme. 
 
The next stage of priorities for the Programme are also detailed in this report. They 
continue to be a direct articulation of the ambition to deliver customer centric services, 
that demonstrate how the Authority listens to and cares for, its residents.  
 
Feedback from the Authority’s Covid-19 Recovery Programme is directly informing the 
Customer Service Programme priorities and approach. Both of these programmes are 
in turn, driving the prioritisation of digital services for the Authority’s customers, first set 
out in the Digital Strategy for North Tyneside, agreed by Cabinet in January 2020. The 
interdependency of these three programmes, for the Authority’s customers, has been 



 

 

carefully assessed and the next stage of priorities set out in this report, reflects this 
approach. 
 
The pandemic has changed how many of the Authority’s services are delivered and in 
turn, customer expectation has also shifted. An assessment of these shifts, 
understanding how services have changed; the impact of change on the Authority’s 
customers and which, if any, should continue beyond the restrictions of the pandemic, 
will be made. This will continue to direct the priorities of the Customer Service 
Programme. 
 

1.2 Recommendation(s): 
 

It is recommended that Cabinet: 
 
(1)  notes the progress and deliverables of the Customer Service Programme to date; 
 
(2)  agrees to the list of second phase priorities for the Programme; and 
 
(3)  notes that a further progress report will be presented to Cabinet in 2022. 
 

1.3 Forward Plan: 
 

Twenty eight days notice of this report has been given and it first appeared on the 
Forward Plan that was published on 22 January 2021. 
 

1.4 Council Plan and Policy Framework  
 

This report relates to the following priority(ies) in the 2020/24 Our North Tyneside Plan: 
 
Our People will 
 

 Be listened to so that their experience helps the Authority work better 

 Be healthy and well – with the information, skills, and opportunities to maintain and 

 improve their health, wellbeing, and independence, especially if they are carers 

 Be ready for work and life – with the right skills and abilities to achieve their full 
potential, economic independence and meet business needs. 
 

1.5 Information: 
 

1.5.1 Background 
 

a. Customer Service Programme 
 

The organisation is guided by the Our North Tyneside (ONT) Plan.  This is the top-level 
articulation of the Mayor and Cabinet’s policy priorities for the Borough. In developing 
and delivering the customer service programme, the priorities were linked to the direct 
delivery of that plan. 

 
Based on resident, partner and team feedback on what constituted good and poor 
customer service, the Programme has the Authority’s crest motto “we serve” at its core. 

 
The Programme established a plan of work with four themes, demonstrating the 
Authority’s ambition to improve customer service and to demonstrate that “we listen and 
we care”: 



 

 

 

 Customer promise 

 Brilliant basics 

 Customer first, and 

 Better never stops. 
 

Working groups, with actions plans were established for each of the four programme 
parts and were led by Elected Members and members of the Authority’s Senior 
Leadership Team.   
 
b. A Digital Strategy for North Tyneside 

 
A Digital Strategy was agreed by the Authority’s ICT Board and then by Cabinet at its 
meeting on 20 January 2020. The Strategy has 4 overarching priorities for data, 
customers, team and the Borough. 

 
All four overarching priorities ultimately aim to improve the customer experience and are 
a critical lever to improving customer service .   

 

 Data; delivery on the policy priorities from the Our North Tyneside Plan for People, 
Place and Economy have been shaped by consideration of the evidence.  Recent 
examples include, work on Poverty Intervention, development of the North Shields 
Masterplan, delivery of the right services to support vulnerable people – all of which 
have been evidence-based to support policy development. 
 

 Customers; successful delivery of the Customer Service Programme requires 
appropriate technology to support the Authority’s work with the full range of our 
customers. 
 

 Team; the Elected Mayor and Cabinet have been clear they want North Tyneside 
Council to be a good employer and the team to have the tools to deliver policy 
priorities and serve the Borough effectively. The Authority is clear that great customer 
service starts with great employees and the Authority’s commitment to teams who feel 
safe, are appropriately paid, are happy and healthy and capable of delivering great 
customer service. 
 

 Borough; working with partners and with the North of Tyne Combined Authority, the 
Elected Mayor and Cabinet want to ensure that North Tyneside is appropriately 
connected as part of making sure it is a great place to live, work and visit and to 
ensure their Ambition for North Tyneside is inclusive – connecting physical 
regeneration work with people, communities, business and visitors. 

 
c. North Tyneside Council’s Covid-19 Recovery Programme 

 
The Authority’s Covid-19 recovery programme was agreed by Cabinet on 29 June 2020 
and set out an 18-month plan of work to move the Authority and Borough, through three 
phases of recovery from June 2020 to July 2021. 

 
A review of the first phase of the recovery programme was completed in November 2020 
and demonstrated a range of ways in which service delivery has changed or new things 
have had to be developed; these changes bring corresponding improvements in 
customer service in line with the four themes of the Customer Service Programme. 

 



 

 

1.5.2 Achievements and Progress Made 
 
At the outset of the pandemic, Customer Service Programme workstream meetings had 
to be paused as the business of Authority services focused on the response to national 
lockdown measures and the Authority’s own recovery programme. However, some of the 
planned work from the Customer Service Programme and a significant proportion of new 
work, was expediated and initiated.  

 
a. Customer Promise 

 
A new customer promise was been developed based on feedback from residents, 
partners and teams. The Promise was launched initially internally and the externally in 
early 2020. However, further work is now planned to publicise the Promise more widely 
and to also embed its delivery across the whole of the organisation. 

 
During the pandemic the delivery of our Customer Promise was evident in the following 
key examples.  

 

 All social care customers continued to receive a tailored response to their care needs 
in a way that prioritised their health and safety. 
 

 Cabinet, Council and other Committee meetings were held virtually and livestreamed, 
so that the decision making of the Authority continued to be transparent to residents 
and others. 

 

 Local care homes were given intensive and individualised support to ensure 
consistent standards of safety for their residents and staff, including the provision and 
use of personal protective equipment. 

 

 A Local Support System was developed which redeployed 81 employees and made 
over 12,000 welfare calls to our vulnerable residents who had to shield. The service 
not only assisted with signposting residents to other support services but helped 
reduce their anxiety and combatted loneliness.  

 

 Hundreds of residents were supported to claim financial support from the 
Government’s various Covid-19 support schemes. 

 

 The Authority’s tenants, who were financially impacted by Covid-19, were supported 
by placing tenancy enforcement action on hold. 

 

 A strong focus was placed on key suppliers at risk of closure. This allowed taxi firms 
to continue to transport children of key workers to school.  
 

 Residents who were rough sleeping were provided with emergency bed and breakfast 
accommodation which was vital to ensure their safety during the pandemic. 
 

 All essential services continue to be delivered including: refuse collection, highways, 
housing repairs and street cleansing. 

 

 Connexions advisers facilitated interactions with over 2,000 students leaving year 11 
and year 13, to confirm their destinations in September 2020 and minimise levels of 
young people not in education, employment or training. 

 



 

 

 The Authority’s back to work service, supported customers through over 3,000 
information, advice and guidance sessions, CV writing and interview skills training 
and referrals to distance learning courses.  This service also provided essential 
support to businesses to safeguard jobs and provided early intervention between the 
team and those made unemployed.   

 

 Over 2,500 new applications for free school meals have been processed as a result of 
an increase in people in receipt of Universal Credit claims and all families whose 
children were in receipt of free school meals, continued to receive these when the 
schools were only open to key worker or vulnerable children. 

 

 Match funding was secured through the North of Tyne Capacity Fund, which enabled 
the voluntary and community sector to continue to deliver their employability project 
through Covid-19. 

 

 Over £40m has been paid to over 3,000 busines in North Tyneside, providing vital 
support for those forced to close due to national lockdown restrictions. 

 

 Bereavement services have continued to support grieving families and friends, with 
covid-19 secure funeral services.  

 

 Free advertising was offered in the Our North Tyneside magazine to support local 
businesses.  

 
b. Brilliant Basics 

 

 Over 130 new silver vehicles and a new protocol have been developed, to ensure 
consistent branding on all Authority vehicles. 
 

 Street name and roundabout signage protocols were developed, again to promote 
consistent branding and look and feel of the Borough. 

 

 Organisation wide new office templates for presentations, meetings and emails etc 
have been produced and rolled out to the organisation for use. 

 

 An audit of town signs was completed, to inform future replacement, consistent 
branding and approach. 

 

 A new uniform protocol was agreed and new lanyards procured.  
 
During the pandemic –  
 

 New guidance was produced for teaching staff - ‘Teaching Safely in Employment and 
Skills’. 
 

 All of the Authority’s buildings have a consistent approach to Covid-secure standards 
and have consistent corporate workplace signage in place. 

 

 The IT helpdesk supported colleagues to continue providing services to customers 
from home, by answering over 400 calls a day and resolving queries with a quick 
turnaround.  

 



 

 

 Consistent signage has been put in place in the Authority’s public spaces, such as 
play parks and beaches, to ensure adherence to their use in a Covid-secure way. 

 

 Covid-19 guidance was produced in different languages and formats on the council's 
website. 

 

 A new British Sign Language video interpretation link has been added to the 
Authority’s website. 

 
c. Customer First 

 
Many teams across the organisation had to fundamentally change their methods of 
service delivery during the pandemic. Many of these changes are in line with the 
Programme’s customer first peer review methodology which focusses on the customer 
promise, good value for money, environmental sustainability, digital strategy, accessible 
services, safe, paid, healthy happy and capable teams.  
 

 The refuse collection centre now has an online appointment booking system. This has 
reduced queueing times, resulting in a better customer experience and fewer 
emissions.  

 

 A methodology and process for internal peer reviews was developed. 
  

 Six team members received Local Government Association peer review training to 
enhance their skills and understanding of carrying out service reviews. 

 

 A school meal’s peer review was completed and improvement actions underway, 
including introduction of a new cashless payment system. Learning from this first 
review is also shaping all subsequent reviews as part of the customer service 
programme. 

 
During the pandemic –  
 

 All face to face customer services were switched to telephone or web based. Overall, 
customer services dealt with 336,000 transactions via telephone or web in 2020, a 
slight overall decrease from the previous year, due to national lockdown restrictions. 
In the second half of the year, when national lockdown restrictions were eased, the 
teams, dealt with a year on year increase, from 2019, of 20,000 calls and 5,000 
emails. 

 

 Virtual family time sessions were established so families could still spend quality time 
together during lockdown. 

 

 The school improvement team provided extensive home learning resources and 
locally deployed the Department for Education ‘laptops for schools’ project, so 
children could continue their education from home. 

 

 A dynamic purchasing system was also established so service areas, care providers 
and schools, could order specialist personal protective equipment. 
 

 A digital outreach project was launched to coordinate a community approach to 
providing basic digital skills for residents.  
 



 

 

 Online courses were established to enable adult learning and apprenticeship courses 
to be delivered virtually. 

 
d. Better Never Stops  

 

 National customer service week was celebrated out in 2019, with events over 5 days 
and a customer service award’s event, for the Authority employees.  

 

 Focus groups and staff surveys have been carried out to understand how Authority 
teams feel about making suggestions, reporting issues and recognising moments of 
great customer service. A staff suggestion scheme has also been developed, ready 
for future roll out.  

 
During the pandemic –  
 

 Two staff pulse surveys have been carried out, to understand the impact of the 
pandemic and new methods of working.  Results have directly shaped the Authority’s 
recovery programme and approach to supporting the wellbeing of the workforce 
during the pandemic. 
 

 A survey of Elected Members, as part of the first end of stage review for the 
Authority’s recovery programme, was carried out in October 2020. This ensured that 
Member’s views informed the review process and second phase recovery plan. A 
further survey with Members is planned, as part of the next end of stage review, in 
March 2021. 
 

 The Elected Mayor’s Spirit of North Tyneside Borough saw a Borough wide 
celebration in 2020, for exceptional customer and community service; over 150 
nominations were received. 

 

 North Tyneside’s Voluntary Organisation Development Agency’s good neighbour 
project, supported by the council, was refocused to collect and deliver prescriptions 
and distribute 150 food boxes a week to residents that were vulnerable and shielding. 

 

 An enforcement hub was immediately set up at the start of the pandemic and has 
dealt with hundreds of customer complaints and supported local businesses to 
comply with Covid-secure measures.  

 

 A correspondence unit has been established, to provide up to date and consistent 
responses, to the increasing numbers of pandemic related enquiries from the public, 
business and partners, received by the Authority. 

 

 Temporary traffic management schemes were introduced in three town centres, one 
district centre and the coastal strip, to maintain social distancing measures in line with 
Government guidance. 

 

 A town centre recovery plan for the reopening of the four town centres was developed 
to safely reopen and support our high streets. 

 

 New pavement license applications were considered and licenses issued, to 
temporarily provide outside seating for businesses. 

 



 

 

 A skills exchange was created, to ensure any staff member, unable to carry out their 
substantive role, could be redeployed into areas with high or new demand. To date 
over 1,000 staff completed a skills survey and over 300 staff have been redeployed 
into different roles, since the start of the pandemic.  

 

 Over 100 conversations took place with residents as part of the Big Community 
Conversation in summer 2020, to help to shape the priorities for North Tyneside in 
response to the pandemic.  This has been fed into the budget setting process. 

 
1.5.3 Next Stage Customer Programme Priorities 

 
Having reviewed the progress made since the start of the Customer Service Programme 
as set out above, the priorities for the next phase of the Programme’s delivery have been 
refreshed and are set out below against each of the four Programme’s themes.  
 
a. Customer Promise 

 

 Embedding the promise; the customer promise is the Programme’s commitment of 
what every customer of the Authority can expect.  From April onwards, the Promise 
will be more widely publicised internally and externally.  It will also be included into 
every team member’s individual performance review from 2021 / 2022. 

 

 The Elected Mayor’s Spirit of North Tyneside initiative ; will be used to highlight 
and celebrate exceptional customer and community service all year round and will be 
the focus of the Authority’s celebration of national customer service week, in October 
2021.  

 
b. Brilliant Basics  

 

 Corporate branding: remains a priority and all previous workstream activity will 
continue in line with any relevant Covid-19 guidance or restrictions.  
 

 Correspondence, complaints, and customer feedback; the recently established 
correspondence unit, will be used to assess different approaches to dealing with all of 
the Authority’s correspondence, complaints and customer feedback, including those 
from Elected Members. 

 

 Team communication; the Authority’s staff pulse surveys highlighted how social 
distancing measures have increased the gap between those who are office based 
and those working remotely. Digital and personal skill solutions for addressing this 
gap will be progressed, ensuring all staff are connected and have the information they 
need to do deliver the Promise, to every customer, every time. 

 
c. Customer First 

 

 Customer focused web services; throughout the pandemic, the ability and 
demands of the Authority’s customers to access online information and carry out 
digital transactions with the council has grown significantly. The second phase of the 
Programme has a number of web based projects which will see notable 
improvements in the offer of the Authority website, including the look and feel of the 
site, as well as access to improved information services for children and families and 
vulnerable groups receiving social care support. 

 



 

 

 Community hubs; the Authority has been growing community hubs for over 10 
years, with investment in local health and wellbeing services, focused community and 
voluntary sector investment and customer first centres.  A new community hub 
strategy will be developed, determining how best to further make use of these 
resources and to enhance the customer experience through COVID-19 recovery and 
beyond. 

 

 Digital inclusion; Throughout the pandemic, the use of technology with the 
Authority’s customers has grown exponentially. Nationally and locally this has further 
highlighted the digital skills and resource gap. Working with the community and 
voluntary sector and local NHS, a number of digital inclusion projects will be 
undertaken, as part of a digital inclusion strategy for the Borough. 

 
d. Better Never Stops 
 

 Staff as the Authority’s eyes and ears; a new tool for staff living and working in the 
Borough will be developed, enabling them to report, in real time, issues that require 
action by Authority’s services. Additionally, a new staff suggestion scheme, 
highlighting ways to improve the customer experience, will be established. 

 

 Workforce; further workforce development will be undertaken to embed and evaluate 
the implementation of the organisation’s values, most importantly, ensuring people 
understand and can live the customer promise. Work will begin to look at how trauma 
informed practice 1can be applied beyond social care, to other areas across the 
organisation. 

 

 Service reviews; the methodology of internal service reviews will be refreshed, with a 
greater focus on technology and of course, Covid-19 Recovery plans. 

 

 Best in class work systems; a number of IT systems that support the delivery of 
Authority services will be refreshed and replaced.  This will improve the efficiency of 
how these services are delivered, as well as improving customer experience. 

 
1.6 Decision options: 
 

The following decision options are available for consideration by Cabinet: 
 
Option 1 
 
(i) Cabinet to agree the proposed priorities for the Customer Service Programme in North 
Tyneside as set out in section 1.5.3. 
 
Option 2 
 
(i) Cabinet does not agree to the proposed priorities and request officers to consider 
other options for Cabinet’s consideration. 
 
Option 1 is the recommended option. 

                                            
1  
 Much like individuals, organisations experience trauma and can embed it within their culture. Trauma-informed 
organisations incorporate knowledge about trauma in all aspects of the organisation – in practice and, if pertinent, 
service delivery. 



 

 

 
1.7 Reasons for recommended option: 
 

Option 1 is recommended for the following reasons: 
 
The priorities outlined have been developed following a formal review of the work of 
the Customer Service Programme to date. The priorities continue to present the 
ambition set out in the Programme and have taken careful consideration of the impact 
of the Covid-19 pandemic and work of the Authority’s Covid-19 Recovery Programme. 
  

1.8 Appendices: 
 
There are no appendices to this report. 

 
1.9 Contact officers: 
 

‘Jacqueline Laughton, Head of Corporate Strategy, tel. (0191) 6435724’ 
 ‘Haley Hudson, Manager Customer Service and Digital, tel. (0191) 6437008’ 
 ‘David Dunford, Acting Senior Business Partner, tel. (0191) 643 7027’ 
 
1.10 Background information: 
 

The following background papers/information have been used in the compilation of this 
report and are available at the office of the author: 

  

(1) Report to Cabinet – Equality and Diversity 22 February 2021 
North Tyneside Council’s Equality and Diversity Policy as published in the Equality 
and Diversity Report presented to Cabinet on 22 February 2021 
 

(2) Report to Cabinet – Covid-19 A Framework for Recovery in North Tyneside 29 June 
2020 https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s4039/Covid-19%20-
%20A%20Framework%20for%20Recovery%20in%20North%20Tyneside.pdf 

 

(3) Report to Cabinet – A Digital Strategy for North Tyneside 20 January 2020 
https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s2638/A%20Digital%20Strategy%
20for%20North%20Tyneside.pdf 

 

(4) Report to Cabinet - We Listen and We Care NTC Customer Service Programme 28 
May 2019 
https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s798/We%20Listen%20and%20
We%20Care%20North%20Tyneside%20Council.pdf 

 
 
PART 2 – COMPLIANCE WITH PRINCIPLES OF DECISION MAKING 
 
2.1 Finance and other resources 
 
Any financial implications arising from the activities in the customer service programme will be 
met from existing service budgets. 
 
2.2 Legal 
 
There are no legal implications from this report. 
 

https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s4039/Covid-19%20-%20A%20Framework%20for%20Recovery%20in%20North%20Tyneside.pdf
https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s4039/Covid-19%20-%20A%20Framework%20for%20Recovery%20in%20North%20Tyneside.pdf
https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s2638/A%20Digital%20Strategy%20for%20North%20Tyneside.pdf
https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s2638/A%20Digital%20Strategy%20for%20North%20Tyneside.pdf
https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s798/We%20Listen%20and%20We%20Care%20North%20Tyneside%20Council.pdf
https://democracy.northtyneside.gov.uk/documents/s798/We%20Listen%20and%20We%20Care%20North%20Tyneside%20Council.pdf


 

 

2.3 Consultation/community engagement 
 
2.3.1 Internal Consultation 
 
A formal review of the first stage of the Customer Programme has been undertaken with each of 
the workstream leads; this has shaped the proposed priorities outlined in this report. 
 
The end of phase review for the Authority’s Covid Recovery Programme, captured feedback 
from Elected members, staff, partners and residents; this has informed the proposed priorities 
set out in this report. 
 
2.3.2 External Consultation/Engagement 
 
The Customer Service Programme is based on extensive Borough-wide consultation; the 
Annual Big Community Conversation; Budget Engagement, State of the Area and Youth 
Council consultation. 
 
Over 100 conversations took place in summer 2020 with residents as part of the Big Community 
Conversation. 
 
2.4 Human rights 
 
There are no human rights implications from this report. 
 
2.5 Equalities and diversity 
 
The Customer Service Programme supports delivery of the Authority’s Equality and Diversity 
Policy, in particular, key elements of section 6 equality and diversity in service provision and 
corporate equality objectives for staff training, use of equality data, accessible buildings and 
services and communication.   
 
Equality impact assessments will continue to be undertaken to inform the development of 
projects under the Customer Service Programme, to ensure that equality considerations are 
embedded into the programme and due regard shown to customers and employees with 
protected characteristics. 
 
Equality impact assessments have been built into the Authority’s COVID-19 recovery 
framework, overseen by the Recovery Co-ordinating Group. 
 
 
2.6 Risk management 
 
Specific projects will have their own risk management arrangements in line with the 
agreed corporate approach 
 
2.7 Crime and disorder 
 
There are no crime and disorder implications arising from this report. 
 
2.8 Environment and sustainability 
 
The contents of the second stage of the Customer Service Programme, aim to support 
sustainable development. 
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